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The Power to:
Increase efficiency and eliminate dual entry with integrations and
interfaces.
Overview
We have partnered with a number of
different vendors to create
standardized interfaces for our
customers. Sentact currently offers
standard interfaces to CMMS,
Building Management Applications,
Inventory Systems, and many other
back-office applications. An
automated transfer of data means
organizations can rest assured that
all application business rules are
being supported.

Alerts & Triggers are pushed to
Sentact from your Building
Automation System

Alerts and triggers are
pushed to Sentact from
your Passive RFID
System

Notifications from your
EHR are pushed to
Sentact

A bi-directional interface
sends WOs to your CMMS.
Closing a WO in CMMS will
close the alert in Sentact.

Alerts and triggers
are pushed to
Sentact from your
RTLS.

Scheduled tasks are entered
into Sentact and are
automatically dispatched to
the appropriate party.

How Does It Work
Our integrations work seamlessly; we have
the ability to receive ‘push’ alerts from your
third party systems automatically generating
a service request into Sentact. In some
instances, we can provide a bi-directional
interface closing the loop completely for your
healthcare organization.

Out-of-the-Box
Interfaces

Custom
Interfaces

 Seamless data transfer
using a plug-in
 Select necessary data
for transfer
 Real-time and accurate
data transfer

 Designed to your workflow
 Work together to
determine specifications
 Real-time and accurate
data transfer

Benefits of Integration
Increase Productivity
By sharing data between applications,
management can make informed
decisions; technicians can react more
quickly, and allowing your organization to
operate more efficiently.

Automate Processes
Eliminate the manual transfer of data
between applications and automate that
transfer allowing time for other activities.

Minimize Data Entry
Automatic data transfer of data means
that duplicate data entry doesn’t have to
occur; improving accuracy.

Our fully integrated, cloud-based
solutions are designed to optimize the
efficiency and enhance the quality of the
patient care environment across the
continuum.
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